
L N OR LeCri-8-Tiv-a-TEE! Toast of Total Wackiness and 
the Butter of DOOM! 
Scene opens with all standing waving tree like arms! 
Narrator: Meanwhile in the dimension of L N OR LeCri 8tiv tee at the 
headquarters of the one and only Lowvengers busniess is more eggalicious 
than Degeekee!  
Action: All sway like trees and then bounce when names are called. 
Gorrilla Mon a.k.a. Capitan Girly Giggles (who has the power of Pause) is 
meeting with Duke Johnny Skywalker (who has the power of um and 
or....which no one really knows what that means or what it does? and Dr. 
Awesome (who controls the laws of Awesome). Bash Flash (who has the 
power to throw parties that distract everyone from doing anything evil) and 
Theosaurous Rex (who break dances with his tiny arms and big hind legs 
and breaks all bad things) Rubiks Cube girl who can solve any puzzle with 
the snap of her fingers, join in the usual routine of the powerful super hero 
team! Please observe how their amazing monkey arms are using the force 
of abbubaba to perform the most unique sounds the universe has ever 
experienced. Please enjoy this usually unoticed moment. (all bow other 
side of bridge and then bow) Say Johnny Hamils bass of room 
awesomeness! 

All raise bows and say Lowvengers! 

And now you’ve been waiting all of the past 60 seconds just to see the 2nd 
most incredible sound in the world (1st one being the sound of rubbing two 
pickles together). This time we will witness it in slow motion.....

Make sound and move thumb

Just about that time the emergency signal goes off.......Apparently there are 
large large willow trees growing far into the galaxy and an large army of 
Chocolate Bars marching on the the amusement park of Jello!  
sing L N OR. 

Intro melody: 



 Verse: Giraffe with Wings. Evil villan Wants steal the toast of energy. and 
make evil trees!    butter of doom  to make the trees that grow to the 
galaxy! to eat space leaves! 

Chorus: Only the Lowvengers can stop the Army of Melting Chocolate bars
Use the paper of total blankness to save the amusement park of jell-o! 

Intro melody while you sing. 
Toast of creative silly energy 
Makes the weird  weird weird weird Wacky! 

Oh No Maybe Bash Flash can throw a party to distract the Army of choco-
melts from destroying the bouncy sugarcoaster and Dr. Awesome can you 
open a can of awesome sauce to make these things stop being such 
Meanie-bo-beanins.  Only way we can ask him is to make the basses of 
willow tree growing out of them ring with the Son Premiere! Hen solo and 
obioneqanita bows Galapagos! 

Theosaurus Rex: Can you use your tiny hands to break dance and destroy  
that platoon of mushy brown tastiness? C3Theo: Bows Bolonga 

The Army is coming in such wacky formations We can fight them off. This 
looks like a job for RubixCubeSolverGirl! “Of course that is easy that’s just 
a fibonacci sequence so if we just take out one of them there defenses will 
be compromised” ! 
 Only the Lowvengers group performance will defeat them! May the force 
Elyse you bows the Degeekee note! 

Gorilla Mon a.k.a. Captain Girly Giggles we need more time please use 
your powers of Pause! R2Chio bows an Abbababa note. 

Nothing seems to be working? What do we do?  Find the Paper of total 
blankness? The Infinite headed Viper with force field venom? or or or or or 
ummmmmmmmmmm? 
all players pause...
Maybe that’s what Duke Johnny Skywalker’s power of um and or really 
does? all play chord! 



CHOCOLATE GOES EVERYWHERE LIKE THE DEATH STAR OF 
CHOCOLATE EXPLODING INTO A MILLION TINY LITTLE GIRAFFES 
WITH REALLY UNPROPORTIONALY LARGE WINGS! 

All is Saved so lets all Jelly!

Johnny will say this: Why was the Jello upset? Because it was in a Jam

Play jazz version of Shortin Bread

sing words to end. 

Weird and Wacky Potentially Dangerous 

We Might lose someone or 

Put out and Eye!

Weird and Wacky Potentially Dangerous 

Creativity 

is the only way 

to survive! 

END THE!!! 


